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“…an indie alt-pop dream.” - The Line of Best Fit 

Woozy alt-pop duo ST. MARTiiNS return with another seductively sweet new single to add to their critically 
acclaimed repertoire. My Girl is out on 16th August 2019 via LAB Records. 

Dynamic in execution, My Girl is as visceral as it is poignant. Lead singer Katie Lynch’s distinctively dreamy 
vocals are at the forefront, soaring effortlessly languid melodies and surging guitar twangs to create a sound that 
is charmingly evocative. Talking about the single, Katie elaborates, “when we first started playing My Girl the joke 
was that it was the furthest into jazz styling we would go. The song developed and is one of our only genuinely 
fun and free songs. It is about my friendships with my best female friends and how simultaneously annoying and 
fulfilling they have been. A good fun song for mid-summer in a time of complete political chaos around us. But 
we will get into that later.” 

Having met when they were twelve, Katie and Mark Johnston have been inseparable ever since. ST. MARTiiNS 
have already gained the attention of the likes of NME.com, The Line of Best Fit, Clash, DIY and The Skinny 
to name but a few. They have also received support from Radio X’s John Kennedy and BBC Radio 
Scotland’s Vic Galloway. Previous singles do ur words and ur so pretty also made Spotify’s New Music 
Friday and Hot New Bands playlists amongst numerous others. ST.MARTiiNS are no stranger to the live circuit 
either, having already supported The Temper Trap, We are Scientists, Clean Cut Kid, Fatherson and 
Cigarettes After Sex. 

With My Girl, ST.MARTiiNS will continue to embrace listeners with their alluring blend of left-field pop. 

My Girl is out on 16th August 2019 via LAB Records. 
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